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In a previous publication (I 1 we gave a complete description of the internal 
structure of naturally ordered regular semigroups that have a greatest idempotent, 
and on which Green’s relations .d and Ii’ are regular. In this paper we describe a 
method of constructing all such semigroups. The purely algebraic basis of this is 
the construction of all regular semigroups S that possess a medial idempotent u 
(i.e., an idempotent such that if f? is the subsemigroup of S generated by the idem- 
potents, then (Yx E E) .T = XUX) which is normal (in the sense that uEu is a 
semilattice). 
1. MEDIAL IDEMPOTENTS 
In this paper we shall be concerned with a new type of idempotent in a 
regular semigroup. Although. as we shall see, such idempotents are encoun- 
tered in a natural way in the theory of ordered regular semigroups, we shall 
begin by considering the purely algebraic aspect. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a regular semigroup and let I!? be the subsemigroup 
that is generated by the set E of idempotents of S. An idempotent u E S will 
be called medial if it is such that (Vx E E) x = xux. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let B be a band. If u E B is a middle unit 
((Vx, y E B) XUJ = XJJ), then u is medial. In fact, a rectangular band 
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((Vx, y) XJJX = x) can be characterised as a regular semigroup in which every 
element is a medial idempotent. I 
It is immediate from the above definition that if u is a medial idempotent, 
then f?u, &, and u& are sub-bands of S. An immediate consequence of this 
is the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. If S contains a medial idempotent u, then the 
subsemigroup E is periodic and combinatorial. 
Proof: For every x E ,!? we have 
.y2 =x2ux2 XX . xux. x=x . x . x=x3, 
and so ,!? is periodic. To show that i? is combinatorial, we observe first that 
if x E S, then for every x’ E V(x) we have xx’ = XX’UXX’ and x’x = x’xux’s. 
whence it follows that XX’UX = x = xux’x. Consequently, xS = xux’.xS c 
XUS 5 xS, so that X~XU; and, similarly, xPux. By Green’s Lemma, p,, 1 L, 
is an %?-class preserving bijection from L, to L,,. 
Suppose now that x, +r E f? are such that xR”j. Then pU / L, maps x, +r to 
the same R-class in i?. Since ?ru,yu E i?u, and are therefore idempotent. we 
deduce that xu =yu. Since p,, 1 L, is injective, it follows that x =J’. Thus E is 
combinatorial. 1 
Our objective now is to describe a method of constructing all idempotent- 
generated regular semigroups that contain a medial idempotent. Our 
“building bricks” for this purpose will be objects that are relatively simple, 
namely bands with one-sided identities. Later, when we consider the general 
(i.e., not necessarily idempotent-generated) case, we shall be able to use the 
idempotent-generated semigroups as building bricks. 
Suppose then that B is a band with a right identity u, and that C is a band 
with a left identity L’. Suppose further that the sub-bands uBu and CCL~ are 
each isomorphic to a band E” with identity element MT. In order to avoid 
unnecessary reference to these isomorphisms and tedious diagram-chasing, 
we shall identify the bands uBu, UCV and E”. In this way. we have 
u = t’ = IV. With this significant concession for notational purposes, we have 
the following result. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let B be a band tcith right identity u, let C be a band 
with left identity u. and suppose that B, C contain the common sub-band 
E” = uBu = uCu. Let C x B + E”, described by (a, x) + a o x, be a mapping 
such that 
(Va, b E C)(Vx,y E B) (a o x) b o y = (a o x)(b o y) = a o x(b 0 y); (1) 
(Va E C)(Vx E B) (a 0 u) a = a and x(u 0 x) = x. (2) 
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(& a>(y, b) = @(a 0 Y), (a “Y) b). 
Then B 1 x ],, C is an idempotent-generated regular semigroup containing a 
medial idempotent.. 
Moreover, every such semigroup is obtained in this waql. More precisely, if 
t? is an idempotent-generated regular semigroup and if u E E is a medial 
idempotent, then the mapping u.??x l?u ---) UEU described by (uf, eu) + 
~$0 eu = ufiu satisfies conditions (1) and (2) above and 
Proof. ‘We begin by showing that the multiplication defined on B / X I,, C 
is well defined. That this is so follows from the fact that, by (1) and (2), 
u 0 x(a 0 y) = (u 0 x)(a 0 y) = (a 0 u)(a 0 J’) = (a 0 u) a 0 4’ = a 0 .r’. 
and, similarly, 
(a~4’)bou=(aoy)(bou)=(ao4’)(uo.l’)=ao~(uo?I)=aop. 
Now this multiplication is associative; for 
[(A a)(~, b)l(z,c)= (-~(a OJ’), (0 o~)b)(z,c) 
=(x(aoy)[(aoy)boz],[(aoy)boz]c) 
= (~(a o ~-)(a o y)(b o z), (a o y)(b o z) c) (by (1 )I 
= (~(a 0 y)(b 0 z), (a 0 p)(b 0 z) c), 
(x. a)[ (y, b)(z, c)] = (x. a)((y(b o z). (b o z) c) 
= (x[a o y(b o z)], [a o y(b o z)](b 0 z) c) 
= (.$a o y)(b o z), (a 0 y)(b 0 z) c) (by (1)). 
In the resulting semigroup B Ix I,,C. the element (u. u) is idempotent: for, 
uing (2), we have 
(u, u)(u, u) = (u(u 0 u), (u 0 u) u) = (u, u). 
We now observe that 
= (x(u 0 x), (a 0 u) a) (sinceuos=aou) 
= (x, a) (b (2)). 
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This shows that B (X 11( C is regular and is idempotent-generated (since 
(s. a) = (x, a)(u, u) . (u, U)(X, a)); moreover, (u, U) is a medial idempotent. 
To show that every such semigroup arises in this way, suppose that u is a 
medial idempotent of the idempotent-generated regular semigroup I?. Define 
u.i? x i?u 4 u& by (MT, eu) + UT o Pu = z&u. Then conditions (1) and (2) 
above are clearly satisfied. We can therefore form the semigroup I!?U 1 x 11( u,!? 
Consider the mapping 8: I!+ ,!?u /x lU uE described by P6 = (k, up). That 0 
is a morphism follows from the fact that 
f% . ji? = (cd, uF)(fu, uf) = (PI4 * ue .fu, ue .fu . UJ;) 
= (ifu, uif) (u medial) 
= (8) 8. 
To see that 19 is injective, suppose that (k, ut?) = .%I =fe = (Ji(, I$). Then 
t?u =Ji( and ut?= uJ’ whence I?= Fu . uP=fu . uf=c Finally, to see that 8 is 
surjective, let (a, uf) E I% 1 x 11( u,!?. Then u 0 PU = ~$0 u, i.e., ueu = ufu. 
Now let t = 5u$ Then 
-- 
ut = l@uf= ufuf = UJ;, 
tu = t+.4 = euf?u = 534. 
Consequently, t0 = (tu, ut) = (t%, ~7). Thus 0 is surjective, and, hence, is an 
isomorphism. 1 
2. NORMAL MEDIAL IDEMPOTENTS 
DEFINITION. A medial idempotent u will be called normal if the sub- 
band u.f?u is commutative (i.e. is a semilattice). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. If S is a regular semigroup with an identity element 1, 
then S is an inverse semigroup if and only if the medial idempotent 1 is 
normal. 1 





e b a b b 
bbbbb 
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delines a semigroup that is regular and non-orthodox ] 11. In fact, this is the 
smallest non-orthodox regular semigroup, and is isomorphic to the Rees 
matrix semigroup H”(G; Z, /i; P) where G = ( I}. Z = /i = ( 1. 2). and P is the 
sandwich matrix 
As is readily seen from the above Cayley table, the element u is the only 
medial idempotent, and is normal; in fact, UEU = (u, b}. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let No be the semigroup of Example 2.2. Let N, be the 
semigroup obtained from No by adding a new zero element to No. Now 
define inductively No c N, c Nz c N, c ... by the process of adding to Ni a 
zero element to form Ni+ , . Then S = Uizo Ni is an idempotent-generated 
non-orthodox regular semigroup containing a single medial idempotent U, 
which is normal, and such that USU is a semilattice isomorphic to the chain 
of negative integers. fl 
In what follows we shall denote by F, and ,F the equivalences associated 
with the translations 1, : x + ux and p,, : x -+ XU. These equivalences take on a 
highly significant form whenever the medial idempotent u is normal, as we 
shall now show. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a regular semigroup, and let u E S be a medial 
idempotent. The following statements are then equivalent: 
(1) u is normal: 
(2) Green’s relations .9, It’ on I? are gitlen by .R = ,, F and 1 = F,, 
ProoJ (1) + (2): As observed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we have 
x.~.uu and XY ux for every x E S. It follows that 1, F E .3 and F, c: Y. To 
obtain the reverse inclusions, suppose now that u is normal, and that 
X. y E Z? are such that x.9~. Then XU. @JU and so, since XU, JU are idem- 
potents. we have xu . yu = J’U, and y . XI4 = xu. Consequently, 
uxu . uvu = UJU, and uvu . uxu = UXU. Since uEu is a semilattice. it follows 
that uxu = UJ’U. We then have 
xu = xuxu = xuJ’u and yu = yuyu = pLKU. 
whence xuY’-~u. Thus we see that xu&ju whence, since xu and .ru are idem- 
potents, xu = JU, so that .3 s II F. Similarly, we have Y g F,. 
(2) * (1): Suppose now that .:1= UF and Y = F, on Z?. Given 
X, J’ E Z? we observe that 
xuylL”JY4x. 
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In fact, since t = tut for every t E ,? we have that utu E V(t), and, hence, -- 
UJWXU E V(yux). Now, since uE, Eu and u,!?u are bands, 
xuy . uwxu . xuy = xuy . u . xuy = XUJ’, 
UJ’UXU * XUJ’ * UJ’UXU = UJU . XUX * U * J’Uq’ . UXU = UJ’UXU . UJUXU = UJ’UXU, 
and consequently UJWXU E V(XUJ~). Since XU~ and JYLY thus have an inverse in 
common, it follows that XUJ@~~UX. 
Since now 3 = ,F, and JP = F,, there exists z E f? such that 
Consequently, 
uxuq’ = uz and zu = Jw.u4. 
uxu . uw = UXUL’U = uzu = uyuxu = uyu . uxu, 
and so the band u,!?u is commutative. hence a semilattice. m 
COROLLARY. If u is a normal medial idempotent. then on E we hate 
5” =.F, where x-Fy - uxu = uyu. 
Proof: If xVq’, then for some t E I? we have x2tY’J: so that xu = tu and 
ut = uy, whence uxu = utu = UW, and so XFJ. Conversely, suppose that 
I Fy, and let t =JWX. Then, 
Ut = UJ’UX = UXUX = UX, tu = Jllxu = JWJ’U = J-u, 
whence XL/~. I 
THEOREM 2.2. Let S be a regular semigroup containing a normal medial 
idempotent u. Then, 
( 1) S is orthodox if and only if u s a middle unit; 
(2) S is inverse if and only if u is an identity element. 
Proof. (1) If u is a middle unit, then (Vx E E> .Y = xux =x’, whence 
E= E, and S is orthodox. Conversely, if S is orthodox, then on the band E 
of idempotents we have G’ = y (where ayb o V(a) = V(b)), and so P is a 
congruence. Since (Vx E E) xBuxu, we then have 
(Vx, J’ E E) uxyuG’xy~uxu . uyu. 
But, by the Corollary to Theorem 2.1. 9 =.P. Thus U,YJQ = uxu . UW, and, 
consequently, 
(VX,J~ E E) xy = xux . yuy = x . uxu . UJU y = xuy< 
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Thus, u is a middle unit for E; and, hence, also for S, since 
(Va, b E S) ab = aa’a . bb’b = aa’aubb’b = aub. 
(2) If S is inverse and e = ez E S, then e = eue = e*u = eu = ue, so 
(Va E S) au = aa’au = aa’a = a, ua = uaa’a = aa’a = a. 
Conversely, if 11 is the identity element of S, then 
(ve,fE E) ef = ueu . ufi = ufu - ueu = fe. 
In particular, this holds for e,f E E. whence S is an inverse semigroup. 1 
Remark. Examples exist which illustrate the hierarchy of conditions on 
idempotents: medial, medial normal, middle unit, one-sided identity, identity. 
The method described in Theorem 1.2, of constructing all idempotent- 
generated regular semigroups that have a medial idempotent can be adapted 
to yield a construction of all idempotent-generated regular semigroups that 
contain a normal medial idempotent; these will be the “building bricks” for 
the general case. To find conditions under which a medial idempotent is 
normal, we proceed as follows. Using the notation of Theorem 1.2, we see 
from properties (1) and (2) of that result, and the fact that u is the identity 
element of E”, that for all X,J’ E B we have 
(u 0 x) 0 (u 0 4’) = [(u 0 x) 0 u](u 0 y) 
= (21 0 x)(u ‘J u)(u 0 1’) 
=(uox)[(u~u)uo1’] 
= (u 0 x)(u 0 1’). 
Similarly, we have (a 0 u) 0 (b 0 u) = (a 0 u)(b o u) for all a. b E C. It follows 
that if u o x = a o u. and u o y = b o u, then 
(u 0 x, a 0 u)(u 0 y, b 0 u) = ((u 0 x)[ (a 0 u) 0 (u o J,) 1, 
[(a 0 u) 0 (u 0 J,)](b 0 u)) 
= ((21 0 x)[(u 0 x) 0 (u 0 J,)]. 
[(a 0 u) 0 (b 3 u)l(b 0 u)) 
= ((u 0 x)(u 0 y), (a 0 u)(b 0 u)). 
Observing now that, for all (x, a) E B 1 x lU C. 
(u, u)(x, a)(u, 24) = (u(u 0 x)(a 0 u), (u 0 ,~)(a 0 u) u) 
= (u 0 x, a 0 u) (with u 0 x = a 0 u), 
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we deduce that the medial idempotent (u, U) is normal if and only if 
(Vx. y E B) (u 0 x) 0 (u 0 ?‘) = (u 0 y) 0 (u 0 x); (3) 
or, equivalently, 
(Va, b E C) (a o u) o (b o u) = (b o u) o (a o u). (4) 
3. THE GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
Our objective now is to obtain a construction for all regular semigroups 
that contain a normal medial idempotent. The “building bricks” in this 
construction will be idempotent-generated regular semigroups with a normal 
medial idempotent, and inverse semigroups with an identity. 
Suppose then that E is an idempotent-generated regular semigroup with a 
normal medial idempotent u. Let E” be the semilattice &u, and suppose that 
S is an inverse semigroup whose semilattice of idempotents is isomorphic to 
E”. For notational convenience, we shall identify this semilattice with E”. In 
so doing, we see that u becomes the identity element of S as well as that of 
E”; for, if a E S, we have aa-’ E E” = u,!?u, so that aa -’ = uaa - ‘, and, 
consequently, u = au ru = uuu- ‘a = uu, and likewise a = au. 
Now let r,, be the set of isomorphisms between principal ideals of E”. 
Given 8,4 E TEU with, say, 8: e,E” +feEo. and 4: e,E” +fmEo. we recall 
(see, for example, [2] or [3]) that 194: esoEo +feOEo, where 
e oo = (fee,)@-‘. and .fso = (foe,) 4. 
Moreover, TEO is an inverse semigroup. 
We now observe that if x E E, and 0 E T,,, then 
egxeg = egu . x . ueg = e, ’ uxu . e, E e,E’e, = e, E’. 
Consequently, if T(E) denotes the full transformation semigroup on I?, we 
can extend every 0 E TEO to a mapping 0 E T(E) by defining 
(Vx E E) x0 = (eoxee) 8. 
THEOREM 3.1. The mapping TEO + T(E), described bJ1 0 + 8, is a 
morphism. 
Proof: This follows exactly that of Lemma 2.2 of [S 1. 1 
Now let ,D: S--t T,, be the Munn morphism. Thus, for every a E S, 
p,:uu-‘E’-tu - ‘uE” is the isomorphism described by xp, = a ‘xu. For 
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convenience, we define e,, = aa- ‘. and f, = a- ‘a. Thus, if /I(, : e,E” +f;,EO. 
and ,u,, : e,, E” + f, E”. then P~,u,, =pu,h : eohE” -S&Eo. where 
e nb = (fneb)&-Iq and fob = (.fiebkb. 
In what follows, we shall denote by ,L the composite morphism 
s -+ Tp + T(E). 
Continuing with the above hypotheses on E, E” and S, let .W and Ii’ 
denote Green’s relations on E. Then we have the following fundamental 
result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Gitlen a. b E S, let g, h, P, w  E i? be such that 
g;Ve,, h.$fa , cY’e,, Wi@fb . 
Then hv E E”, and 
Proof We have hu =f,h - veb = uf,h . zebu = uhtlu E U~?U = E". NOW 





= S(f, h~fht.ebfak7 1 [f,rfhl., ebE Eel 
=sCf,hcL)fiu,-1 [ hufh,. = hu, ueb = LI 1 
=g . (hc),& 1, 
and 
enhl,b -g(hL1)&-I=eahL,b ‘gdf,k~)&-~ 
= Qz,.,W(f,h’-fa)Pa-1 
=e,hl,be,(f,htlf,)lu,~I (Theorem 2. I ) 
= %,b(f,hufa)&l (Codomain of ,q-, is e, E”) 
= (f,ehrb)~l,~I(f,hvf,)iu,~I 
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= (f,ehL~bfhf2w 
= (f,(fh,eh)rll~hr,-Ifah~~)~,-l 
= (f, . hvf,,,e, .f,kf,)~,-l 
= (fafh,eb)k -1 [hv =fhv E E”] 
= (fo(fh~,eb)ill~hv)-I)El,~ 1 [hv E E”] 
= (f,eh,Jb 
= enht>h. 
Consequently, we see that g . (hv)fiii;,-IY’e,hI,b. Similarly, we can show that 
(hv)ib,. )Czf,,,,b. 1 
Note (as observed in the above Proof) that h = uh, and likewise g = gu. 
The above result, therefore, shows that if we define 
W= W(E,S,~)=((g,a,h)EEuxSxuE;g~e,,hjPf,t. 
then the prescription 
(g, a, h)(v, b, w) = (g . (hv) flu,-, , ahvb, (hv) ,Dh . w) 
defines a binary operation on W. The following sequence of results provides 
considerably more information. 
THEOREM 3.3. W is a semigroup. 
Proof Given (g, a, h), (v, b, w), (x, c, y) E W, the first component of the 
product [(g, a, h)(v, b, w)](x, c, y) is 
which is the first component of (g, a, h)[ (v, 6, w)(x, c, y)]. Similarly, we can 
show that the third components coincide. Since the middle components are 
clearly equal, the associativity follows. 1 
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THEOREM 3.4. W is regular. 
Proof: Given (g, a, h) E W, consider (f,, a-‘, e,) E W. We have 
(8, a. h)(f,, a-‘, d = (g(K)C1,-I,aKa-‘, WX-4 
= (g .f,Po-l, aa-‘,.f,Pa-l e e,) 
= (g .f,p,-l, aa-‘,.L~U,-I . e,) 
= (ge,, aa-‘, e,e,) 
= (g, aa-‘, e,), 
and. hence, 
(gl a, h)(f,, a-‘, qJ(g4.h) = (8, aa-‘. e,)(g, a, A) 
= (g(e, g)&Uaa-I.aa-‘e, ga. (e, g)iLh) 
=(g.earUna~,,a.eaiUo.h) 
= (gea, a,f,h) 
=(g,a.hj. 
Thus. we see that E7 is regular. 1 
COROLLARY. (f,,~'.e,)E V(g.a.h). 
Proof: It is clear from the above that 




‘, e,Ng. a, hj(f, a-‘, e,>= (f,.a-‘.e,)(g.aa-‘,e,) 
= (fn.(e,g)~u,,a-‘e,gaa-‘. (e,s)Pu,,-fe,,) 
= C.(, . e,&. a-‘. eapoo-, . e,) 
= df, .fn.um’,e,. ecr) 
=(.&.a-‘,e,). I 
THEOREM 3.5. If E( W) denotes the set of idempotents of W, then 
E(W)= ((g,a,h);a’=a,g=ghg,h=hgh}. 
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Proof: We have 
Thus, if (g, a, h) is idempotent, we have, equating middle components, 
uhgu = a, whence e, = au - ’ = uhgua ’ = uhge, = uhg. and f, = a ‘a = 
a - ‘uhgu = f, hgu = hga. Consequently, since hg E E” is idempotent. 
a = uhga = uhg . hgu = e, f, E E”, and so a = u2. It follows that a ’ = a, 
and so (hg)pu,-, = (hg)pu, = uhgu = a. Equating the remaining components, 
we thus have gu = g and ah = h, which yelds ghg = g ’ ah . gu = g . uhgu = 
gu=g, and hgh=uh.g*ah=uhgu.h=ah=h. 
Suppose, conversely, that (g, a, h) E W is such that a’ = a, ghg = g, and 
hgh = h. Then, e, = a =f,, and so, by Theorem 2.1 applied to E. ug = ue, = 
e, = a, and hu =fau = f, = a. Since h E V(g), we have hg = hugh . g = 
hu . ghg = hug. Thus, uhgu = uhugu = a . hu . ugu = u’ = a. and, hence, the 
middle component of (g, a. h)(g, a, h) is a. As for the first component, we 
have g(hg) p. -I = g(hg)pu, = g . uhga = gu = gug = g. Similarly. the third 
component is (hg) ,u~ h = uhgu . h = ah = huh = h. Thus, we see that ( g, u. h) 
is idempotent. 1 
THEOREM 3.6. If E( W) denotes the subsemigroup of W gerteruted by the 
idempotents. then 
E(W)= ((g,a,h);u2=u}. 
Proof. Every element of E(W) is a product of idempotents, and, by 
Theorem 3.5, the middle component of each of these idempotents is an 
element of the semilattice E” = uEu. Now, by the definition of multiplication 
in W, the middle component of a product of two idempotents is an element 
of E”. A simple inductive argument, therefore, shows that the middle 
component of every element of E(W) is an element of E”, and, hence, is an 
idempotent. 
Conversely, if (g, a, h) e W is such that a* = a, then g, h E V(u), and so, 
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THEOREM 3.7. (u, u, u) is a normal medial idempotent in W. 
ProoJ Given (g, a, h) E E(W), we have a* = a, so that a -’ = a, and, 
hence, 
(g,a,h)(u.u,u)(g.a.h)=(g(hu)~u,,ahu,(hu)B,u)(g,a.h) 
= (gahua. ahu, uhu)( g. a, h) 
=(g,a.a)(g,a,h) [hu=a=ua,ga=gj 
=(g.w,,a,w;h) lag=al 
= (g,a,h) [ah=hj. 
Thus, (u, U, U) is a medial idempotent. To see that (u, U, u) is also normal, we 
observe that if (g, a, h) E E(W), then a* = a, and 
(u. u. u)(g, a. h)(u, u, u) = (u(ug)lu,, uga, (ug)&h)(u. u. u) 
= (uau, a, ah)(u, u. u) Iw=al 
= (a. a. h)(u, u, u) 
= (a(hzc),Lu,, ahu, (hu),Fuu) 
=(a,a.a) (hu = a 1. 
But elements of the form (a, a. a), where a’ = a E E”, commute; for if 
a’ = a, and b* = b, then 
(a, a, a)(b, b, b) = (a(ab)ji,, ab, (ab),Lu, b) = (ab, ab. ab). 
Thus, (u, U, U) E( W)(u. u. U) is semilattice. 1 
The previous results show that W = W(E. .S,,C) is a regular semigroup 
containing a normal medial idempotent. We now investigate the connection 
between the idempotent-generated semigroups E(W) and i?; and between the 
subsemigroup (u, U, U) W(u, U, u), and the inverse semigroup S. 
THEOREM 3.8. E(W) = I? and (u. u, u) W(u, u, u) = S. 
ProoJ We note first that if (g, a. h) E E(W), then 0’ = a so that a = e,, 
and, hence, gah = ge,h = gh. We can, therefore, define a mapping 
I$: E(W) + f? by the prescription 
(s,a,h)$=gh. 
We show as follows that @ is an isomorphism. 
(1) Q is surjective. Given x E i?, we have x = xux = xuxux = 
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xu . uxu . ux, with uxu E E”, and, by Theorem 2.1, xuipuxu = euxu, and 
U.K. zuxu = f,,, . Consequently, by Theorem 3.6, we have (xu, UXU, ux) E 
E(W). Since, clearly, (xu, UXU, ux) 4 = x, it follows that 4 is surjective. 
(2) 4 is injective. Given (g, a, h), (v, b, W) E E(W), we have, since 
a2 = a and b2 = b. the g-class configurations 
a h 
9 gh 
If, then (g, a, h) 4 = (CD, b. v) 4, we have gh = VW, whence these Q-classes 
coincide, and so, by the Corollary to Theorem 2.1, a3b. Thus, we have 
a = uau = ubu = b. We also have g.lv, so that gu = vu, and, hence, 
g=gu.ug=vu.ua=cu.ub=vu.uv=v. 
Similarly we have h = IV, and, consequently, 4 is injective. 
(3) Q is a morphism. Given (g, a. h), (c. 6, W) E E(W), we have 
a2 = a, and 6’ = b, and so. in I?, 
1 (g, a, h)(r, 6, IV)] q+~ = g . (hv)& . (hv)& . 11’ 
= gahca . bhabit- 
= g . hc . a . b . ,$L! . ,,’ 
= ga . hv . bbt, 
= ghvb 
[ g = ge, = ga, w = fb w = bbt’ 
[a. 6, hv E E”] 
= (g, a. h) $ . (~1.6. W) q. 
Thus, p is also a morphism, and so E(W) -,!?. 
Consider now the subsemigroup (u, u, u) W(u, U, u) of W. For every 
(g,a.h)E IV’, we have 
(u. u, u)(g, a, h)(u, u, u) = (u, u, u)(g. (hu)i&-I,uhu, (hu)&, au) 
= (u, u9 u)(g .f,P,- 19 af,,fJ 
= (u, UT u)(geay a,fo) 
= (4 u, u)(g, a,f,) 
= (u . (w) P, 7 4% (w> Pa . f,) 
= @ . e,, e,a,f, +f,) 
= (e,, q/2. 
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It is now clear that we can define a bijection 6: (u, U, U) W(U, U, U) -+ S. by 
the prescription (e,, a,./,) 8 = a. Now 
I@,. a.f,)(eh3 k&)1 0 = (e, . (f&J& Ivaf,ebby U&J& If,)0 
= (e,(foeb)iUo-I, ah (faeJh ..fd f3 
= (e, eoh yabJXd 8 
= (cab 3ab &A 0 
= ab 
Thus, we see that 0 is an isomorphism. 1 
4. THE CHARACTERIZATION 
Our objective now is to prove that every regular semigroup S that 
contains a normal medial idempotent u can be constructed in the above way. 
For this purpose, we require some preliminary facts. As observed in the 
proof of Theorem 1.1, for every x E S, and every x’ E V(x), we have 
XX’UX = x =xux’x. It follows readily from this that UX’U E V(x), and that 
.YUS’ = XX’, and X’UX = x’x (see, for example, [4]). It follows that USU is an 
inverse semigroup whose semilattice of idempotents is E” = u& We also 
have the following results. 
THEOREM 4.1. (Vx E S)(Vx’ E V(x)) ux’u E V(uxu). 
ProoJ ux’u . uxu . ux’u = u . .~‘uxux’u = u . X’XX’U = ux’u, and, simi- 
larly, usu . ux’u . uxu = uxu. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. (Vx E S) Iu * V(x) ’ 2.d = 1. 
Proof Since USU is an inverse semigroup, it follows, by Theorem 4.1, 
that. for every X’ E V(X), 
UX’U E v(uxu) n USU = {(uxu)- I 1. I 
In what follows, we shall denote the unique element of u . V(x) . u by x0. 
Thus, we have x0 = ux’u for every x’ E V(x). Note that since x E V(x”), we 
have X” = UXU, and (x0)” = x0 = (x0”)“. 
We now recall (see, for example, [6]) that if e, f are idempotents of S. 
then the sandtvich set S(e,f) is defined by 
S(e,f) = ( g E S; g’ = g = ge =fg. egf= ef }. 
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In the case where S is locally inverse (i.e., eSe is an inverse semigroup for 
every idempotent e), it is known that sandwich sets are singletons. As the 
following result shows, this happens in particular whenever S contains a 
normal medial idempotent. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S be a regular semigroup that contains a normal 
medial idempotent. Then S is locally inverse. 
Proof. Let u be a normal medial idempotent. Then, if e,J g are idem- 
potents, with J g E eSe, we have 
fg = efe - ege 
= eue . f. eue . g . eue (u medial) 
= e . uefeu . uegeu ’ e 
= e . uegeu . uefeu . e (u normal) 
=gf 
Thus, idempotents in eSe commute. 1 
We can now identify the (singleton) sandwich sets. 
THEOREM 4.4. S(e, f) = (fue)‘. 
ProoJ That (fue)’ is idempotent follows from the fact that, since ui?u is 
a semilattice. 
fue-fue.fue.fue=f-uefu.uefu.uejlu.e=f.uefu.e. 
It is clear that e is a right identity, and that f is a left identity for (fue)‘. 
Finally, we have 
e . (fue)’ . f = efuefuef = efuef . uef = efuef = eJ I 
COROLLARY. (Vx, y  E S) S(x”x, yy’) = (yy”xox)‘. 
Proof. Since x0 E USU, we have UX’ = x0 = x’u, so J~~UX~X = ~~“xox. 1 
A fundamental property of sandwich sets is that if x,y E S, and x’ E V(x), 
J’ E V(y), then 
h E S(x’x, yy’) - y’hx’ E V(xy). 
We shall use this property in establishing the following useful result. 
THEOREM 4.5. (Vx, J' E S) (xy)" = y"xoxJyoxo. 
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Proof: By the Corollary to Theorem 4.4, we have 
J’O . ( 4’JJ”xox)2 . x0 E V(XJl). 
Consequently, we have 
(.KJ’)O = uy”(Jyoxox)2 ?s”u 
= u?‘“~~o.Kox~l’o.Ko~K~Kou 
= y”xox)7),o.Ko I __ . 
COROLLARY. (VX, J’ E s) (?sJ’)’ XJ’ = J’~.K~xJ and +KJ(.KJ’)’ = xy~‘~‘x”. 
Prooj We have 
(XJ’)” .KJ’ = J’“,KoXJ’J’o,KoXJ 
=?‘O . ux”xyJ’ou . .KOXJ’ 
=?,o . U.K”,KJFoU . U.K”XJ’J’“U * J 
= !‘O . ux”,KJy’“rc . J 
= ?‘OXOXJ’. 
and. similarly, x~(x~-)” = ,u?,~~~x”. 1 
We now have enough machinery to establish the following charac- 
terisation. 
THEOREM 4.6. If S is a regular semigroup with a normal medial idem- 
potent u. then S z W(i?, uSu.,ii). 
Proof: Given x E S, we have x0 = UX’U for every x’ E V(x), and usu 
belongs to the inverse semigroupn USU. Now, using Theorem 4.2, we see 
that euxu = UXU(UXU)- ’ = uxu . ux’u = uxux” = uxx’ and so xx”YeU,, . 
Similarly, x"sL2fu,,, and, hence, (xx’, UXU, x0x) E W. Consider the mapping 
6: S + W given by x0 = (xx’, uxu, x0x). If x0 = ~0, then xx0 =y~*‘, 
uxu = U~U, x0x = ~‘JJ, and, hence, x = xx”~x~xox = 43’“~y~~o~= J'. Thus, 8 is 
injective. To see that B is also surjective, we note first that for every J- E S 
(uy)” = JP&qJqJ = ?‘o@Jyou = J&J = J-0, 
and, similarly, ( JW)' = ~1'. Suppose then that (g, x. h) E W(E, USU, ,L). Then 
x = uxu, gi/‘uxx”Y’xxo. and h.Wx”xu.5?‘x0x. 
Consequently, 
ugxhu = uxx’ . X . X’XU = UXU = -Koo, 
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and 
gxh( gxh)O = gxh(ugxhu)” = gxhxO 
= gxhxOxxO 
= gxx”xxo [ hxOx = x0x 1 
=g [ gxx” = gl. 
Likewise, we have (gxh)’ gxh = h. Thus, we see that 
(g,x,h)=(gxh)~. 
and so 8 is surjective. 
Finally, 8 is a morphism since 
= w(v)“, qw, (xJ’)” XJ’) 
= (xy) 8. I 
(Corollary to Theorem 4.5) 
5. NATURALLY ORDERED REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
WITH A GREATEST IDEMPOTENT 
If S is a naturally ordered regular semigroup with a greatest idempotent U, 
then, as observed in [I], u is a normal medial idempotent. We now consider 
the problem of constructing all naturally ordered regular semigroups having 
a greatest idempotent. In fact, it was this problem that prompted the 
algebraic considerations of Sections l-4 above. As before, we begin by 
considering the idempotent-generated case. The “building bricks”, in this 
case, are ordered bands with greatest elements which are one-sided identities. 
Indeed, it is clear that we can achieve our goal in the idempotent-generated 
case by adapting Theorem 1.2 in such a way that the mapping C x B + E” is 
isotone in each variable. The resulting semigroup B 1 x IU C is then an ordered 
idempotent-generated regular semigroup with a greatest idempotent, namely 
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(u, u). We now show that it is naturally ordered. Suppose that (x, a) and 
(v, b) are idempotents. Then, 




As for the converse part of Theorem 1.2 in the ordered case, this is precisely 
Theorem 2.3 of [ 11. 
For the general case, suppose now that ,!? is a naturally ordered 
idempotent-generated regular semigroup with a greatest idempotent U. Let E” 
be the semilattice u& and let S be a naturally ordered inverse semigroup 
whose semilattice of idempotents is E”. We first consider how to order the 
inverse semigroup TEO. 
DEFINITION. Given 8: e, E” -+ fsEo, and 4: e, E” -+ f, E” in T,,, define 
e<(bo (VxEE)xfT<xqi. 
THEOREM 5.2. (TrO. <) is an ordered incerse semigroup. 
Proof: This follows exactly that of Lemma 4.4 of [5 1. 1 
DEFINITION. We shall say that the morphism fi: S + T(t?) is balanced if 
(vu, b E S) a<b*iu,<,u, and ,Pu,,-, <ill&,. 
The significance of this definition is shown in the following result. 
THEOREM 5.3. The following conditions are equiaalent: 
( 1) j is balanced; 
(2) .iy and Y’ are regular on S. 
Moreover. whenever either of these conditions holds, the semigroup 
W = CV(E, S, ,ti) is, relative to the Cartesian ordering, a natural& ordered 
regular semigroup with a greatest idempotent, and on which A? and .Y are 
regular. 
Proof (1) * (2): Suppose that ,C is balanced, and let a. b E S be such 
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that a < b. Then, & < &, and, hence, (Vx E i?) a - ‘xa < b - ‘xb. In 
particular, taking x = U, we obtain a-‘a =a-‘ua < b-‘ub = b-lb. In a 
similar way, we deduce from ,ii=-, ZZ$~-, that aa -’ < bb- ‘. Thus, 9 and 2’ 
are regular on S. 
(2) z- (1): Suppose now that 9, 9 are regular on S, and that 
a. b E S, with a < b. We observe first that if 4’ E E”, then ya < yb in S, and 
so, since 9 is regular on S, we have 
a-‘ya = (ya)-‘ya < (yb)-‘yb = b-‘yb. 
Therefore, if x E ,J?, we have 
a-‘,ya =a-’ u.x.ua=a-’ . uxu . a 
<bp’.uxu,b since uxu E uEu = E” 
= b - ‘xb. 
Consequently, @a < fib, and, similarly, Er, -, a,-, . Thus, p is balanced. 
Suppose now that either of these conditions holds, and let (g, a, h) and 
(c, 6, ru) in W be such that (g, a, h) < (u, b, w). Given (x, c,~) E W, we have 
(g, a, h)(x, ~47) = (g . (hx)&, ahxc, (hx)& . ~7); 
(u, b, w)(x, c,y) = (v . (wx)&, bwxc, (wx)& .JI). 
Since g < ~1, a < 6, h < ~7, and ,E is balanced, it is immediate that 
(g, a, h)(-~, G Y) < (u, 6, w)(x, c, Y>. Similarly, (.X, c,J)( g, a, h) < (x, c, 4’) 
(u, b, N?), and so W is an ordered semigroup. To see that it is naturally 
ordered, let (g, a, h) and (v, 6, w) now be idempotents in W, such that 
(g, a, h) < (u, b, w). Then, by Theorem 3.5, a and b are idempotents in S. 
and 
(g, a, h) = (g . ahua, ahub, bhub . w) = (u . bwgb, bwga, awga . h). 
It follows that a =ahvb = bwga, whence, a and b being idempotents, 
a = ab = ba, and, hence, a < b in S. Conseqently, we have 
g = g . ahua Q gahub = gahu < uu, 
g=u.bwgb=u.(wg)&<uu, 
and hence, by Theorem 1.6 of [ 11, g < uu A vu = u. Similarly, we can show 
that h Q w, and, hence, (g, a, h) < (u, 6, w), so that the Cartesian order on W 
extends the natural order on the idempotents. It is clear that W contains a 
greatest idempotent, namely (u, u, u). 
By the Corollary to Theorem 3.4, we know that (f,, a-‘, e,) is an inverse 
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of (g, a, h) in W. Consequently, (g, a, h)’ = (u, u, u)df,, a-‘, e&u, u, u) = 
Vb, a-‘, e,) is the greatest inverse of (g, a, h) in W. Now 
(g,a,h)(g,u,h)“=(g,a,h)df,,a-‘,e,) 
= (g . (hf,)P7,-l, ahf,a-‘, (K)i&l . e,) 
= MMf,)~,-~~~~S,~-‘~ Cf&J~,-4 
= (g .fa~U,-Iraa-‘,f,~,-I . e,) 
= (gea,uu-‘,e,e,) 
= (g, au-‘, e,), 
and so, since (g, a, h) < (v, 6, W) implies g < L’ and a < b, the latter yielding 
e,=uu -‘<bb-‘=e, by th e regularity of 9 on S, we see that 5%’ is regular 
on W. Similarly we can show that P is regular on W. 1 
THEOREM 5.4. Let S be a naturally ordered regular semigroup with a 
greatest idempotent u, and E be the subsemigroup of S that is generated bq 
the set E of idempotents. Suppose that 27 and Y are regular on S. Then 
there is an ordered semigroup isomorphism 
s 21 W(E. usu, ,li). 
Proof. Let W = W@, uSu,,ii), and let 9: S + W be given, as in 
Theorem 4.6, by x0 = (xx’, uxu, x0x). Then, just as in Theorem 4.6, 0 is an 
algebraic isomorphism with I!-’ given by (g, x, h) 8-l = gxh. Clearly, 8-l is 
isotone. As for 0, let x <JJ in S; then, since 9 and g are regular, xx0 <JY’, 
and x0x < J”J~, whence it follows that 8 is also isotone. Thus, 0 is an 
isomorphism of ordered semigroups. 1 
6. A DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
Returning to purely algebraic considerations, we can obtain a decom- 
position theorem, for a regular semigroup S that contains a normal medial 
idempotent u, which is similar to that of Theorem 4.6 of [ 11. More 
specifically, if we denote by X the relation on such a semigroup that is 
given by 
x9-y 0 xoo = yoo 0 uxu = UJ’U, 
then we have the following important observation. 
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THEOREM 6.1. If u is a normal medial idempotent then 
F,o,,F=,,FoF,,=X 
Proof: Suppose that x(F, o u F) y. Then there exists t E S, such that 
ux = ut, and tu = yu. Then uxu = utu = uyu, and so -fly. 
Conversely, suppose that .fly. Then x0’ = yoo, and so x0 = xooo = 
4 fooo = y”. Now let s = yy’x = y.x”?c. Then 
su = yy Oxu = yuy”uxu = yy Ouyu = yu, 
us = uyxOx = uyux”ux = UXUXOX = ux, 
and hence x(F, o ,F) y. 
Thus, F, 0 UF = Sr and, similarly, we can show that UF o F, = .;7. 1 
Using the above result, we can in fact prove that 
SrSuIxIyuS, 
where Su 1 x I,uS = ((xu, ua); flu}. The details are similar to those given 
in the ordered situation described in [ 11. Each of the subsemigroups Su and 
US is orthodox and split. so can be described as in [ 5 1. 
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